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Card extension device for the office space
Desktop Terminal T3

Card Renewal



Desktop Terminal T3
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The ANA-U Desktop T3 extension system is an inexpensive validation 
variant for ID cards in small numbers. A compact system consiting of a 
desktop unit with software components. This device is portable, it also 
allows for remote network connectivity, making it accessible anywhere 
in the world.

Ÿ Semester extension
Ÿ Favorable validation variant for small quantities
Ÿ Freely selectable surface design
Ÿ Not tied to a specific location due to the network capability
Ÿ 300 dpi TRW card printer with integrated chip coding unit
Ÿ Validation software for Windows operating systems
Ÿ Permanent monitoring
Ÿ Remote reset
Ÿ 3 year warranty including support and free updates
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Data sheet
Printer details Easy Printer S3

Ÿ Interfaces: USB, Ethernet, RS232
Ÿ Cards: Blue and black TRW cards
Ÿ Card format: ISO CR80 - ISO 7810 (53.98 mm x 85.60 mm)
Ÿ Card thickness: 0.2 - 1.0 mm
Ÿ Display: 4 × 20 lines, blue, user control possible
Ÿ Printing: 300 dpi print head with special coating for TRW foils
Ÿ Erase: print head, partial erasure possible
Ÿ Speed: transport 300 mm / s, printing 150 mm / s, erasing 50-100 mm / s
Ÿ Print type: High resolution photo quality, fast TRW print
Ÿ Windows driver: Yes, all Windows versions from XP to Windows 10 (32 and 64 bit)
Ÿ Direction recognition: Yes

ANA-U Validation Software ................. Included

sySan .................................................... Included

Desktop Terminal T3
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ANA-U Validation Software

Desktop Terminal T3

ANA-U validation software includes all of the software components 
to extend ID cards. The software can be configured simply via a 
configurator for the customer database and the desired imprint on 
the card.

§Versatile software for the validation 
§Free layout design
§Connection to all data sources
§Supports all chip card systems
§3-year warranty incl. support and free updates
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ANA-U sySan Software

Desktop Terminal T3

sySan  allows central control of all terminals. Thanks to the automatic failure 
message, faults are reported immediately and remedied by remote resetting of the 
terminals.

§ Status monitoring of terminals
§ Nagios interface
§ Remote reset of the terminal
§ Web interface
§ Automatic failure message
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CARD ISSUING CARD READER PRINTERS & CARDS

Compatible products and solutions

 We can advise you

get in contact with
Ing. Stefan Strobl
s.strobl@ana-u.com

 on your options
Jahngasse 17
A - 8200 Gleisdorf


